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Abstract

Effective design of flying ad-hoc networks (FANET) requires creating a reliable model of network behavior at various
interconnection levels. The greatest differences between ad-hoc and hierarchical networks are concentrated on the lower
four levels (physical, channel, network, and transport). Software simulators of computer networks have a simplified
nature of the physical layer and also do not allow obtaining analytical solutions as a result of the modeling process.
The developed hierarchical model for the formation of information signals allows to perform an analytical description
of various communication channels and telecommunications equipment. The model can represent communication
channels in a flying network while taking into account attenuation, inter-symbol interference, signal propagation
over many paths, telecommunications equipment circuits with linear and nonlinear signal generation; circuits with
different directions of control signals, namely direct control (FC), backward control (BC) and combined control;
multi-channel circuits. Analytical transfer functions of the model are obtained for any number of unfolded hierarchy
levels. The UAV transmitter frequency synthesizer is modeled on the basis of a hierarchical signal generation model.
The simulation allowed us to determine the conditions for the uniformity of the amplitude-frequency modulation
characteristic (AFMC) in the region of the lower modulating frequencies of the synthesizer while maintaining the high
operating speed of the synthesizer.
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1 Introduction

Solving various tasks based on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) requires the use of mobile ad-hoc networks in
general (MANET) and flying ad-hoc networks (FANET) in particular. Such tasks are, in particular, the organization
of security [2], signal retransmission between ad-hoc networks [3,4], monitoring of the natural environment [5,6] and
technical facilities [7,8], etc.

Effective design of FANET networks requires first creating a reliable model of network behavior at various levels
of OSI interaction. The most important differences between ad-hoc and hierarchical networks are concentrated on
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the lower four levels (physical, channel, network, and transport). The problem of specialized program networking
simulators, such as OPNET, ns-2/3, GNS3, OMNeT, is the simplified nature of the physical layer [9]. At this level,
the models of radio wave propagation [10-14] and antennas [15-18] are taken into account. The influence of diverse
heterogeneous factors (conditions of the ambient media, signal reflection conditions, various noises, etc.) prevents
simple creation of reliable network interaction models in the FANET at the physical level. Extremely high node
mobility further exacerbates the modeling problem [19,20]. With specialized networking simulators, it is difficult to
simultaneously consider various destabilizing disturbances during the simulation process. It is also complicated to
take into account the transfer functions of networking equipment, which distort signals due to various inertial and
nonlinear characteristics of the constituent blocks.

The general-purpose software package MatLAB / Simulink [21] allows to create a comprehensive model of the
physical layer, including statistical characteristics of noises, transmission paths of radio signals etc. This approach
lacks general analytical solutions when changing the channel parameters or signal propagation paths [22,23]. In [1] a
hierarchical model for the physical level of FANET was developed, but no examples of modeling were presented.

2 Hierarchical signals generation model at the physical level

The hierarchical model of information signal generation should include multiple variants of communication channels
and equipment for their analytical representation and analysis.

The generalized model should allow to describe communication channels in a flying network while taking into
account attenuation, inter-symbol interference, and signal propagation over many paths. In addition, telecommuni-
cation equipment with linear and nonlinear signal conversion should be taken into account, and also circuits with
different direction of control signals, namely direct control (FC), backward control (BC) and combined control, as well
as multi-channel circuits.

The general scheme of the transformer of signals (TS) (Fig.1) contains similar TS, control unit (CU), control paths
(CP) and weight distributor (WD). The generalized transformer consists of two control circuits: forward control (FC)
and backward control (BC).

Each CP includes a series-connected detector (amplitude, frequency, or phase) and a filter. The CU controls the
amplitude or phase of the signal. An administrative amplifier (attenuator), a controlled phase shifter, a voltage-
controlled oscillator (VCO), etc. can be approximated by a control unit with a satisfying transmitting function. The
values of the WD transmission coefficients allow the formation of the control and auxiliary output signals of the
transformer. The blocks are designated as TSx1

x2 , where x1 represents the level number, and x2 the block number.
Here U external basic input and output signals, u-auxiliary signals. The superscripts and subscripts of the signals

are shown as Uy1

y2y3 , where superscript y1 is the level number, the first subscript y2 is the block number, and the

second subscript y3 is the signal identifier. The subscript y3 might mean: 1-block input signal, 2-block output signal,
U -control signal of the CU, f -CP of the FC circuit, b-CP of the BC circuit.

The TS scheme can be expanded similar to the TV raster by ”rows” (expansion by levels) and by ”frame”. Fig.
1a and Fig. 1b show the second and α (α≥1) levels of TS disclosure accordingly. The level α=0 corresponds to the
unfolded (undisclosed) TS.

Let’s designate the transfer functions of the blocks as follows: TS as Π, CU as K, WD as n, CP as W . As can be
seen from Fig.1, the transfer functions of the TS at different levels are expressed as follows: level 0, Q0 = Π0
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Figure 1: Hierarchical model of information signal generation at the physical level

If the forward and backward circuits are not present, the expression (2.3) might be simplified as following:

Πα−1
β = Πα

2βΠ
α
2β−1.

The proposed approach on the basis of signal transformer allows us to represent a particular FANET channel or
a part of the networking equipment by the transfer functions in the corresponding fragment of the ”frame” of the
generalized hierarchical model [24-26].

3 Modeling of the UAV transmitter frequency synthesizer based on the hierarchical
signal generation model

We approximate the scheme of a two-loop frequency-modulated digital frequency synthesizer (FM DFS) with
frequency distortion compensation [27] (Fig. 2a) by the TS scheme (Fig. 2b). Two-loop tandem FM DFS are widely
used in mobile radio communication systems as frequency-modulated band clock generators of transmitters [27-30].
The first loop of the pulse phase-locked loop (PLL1) generates an FM signal with a constant carrier frequency (about
80 MHz). This signal is used as a reference for the second loop of the pulse phase-locked loop (PLL2). It generates
the output signal of the synthesizer in the range of higher frequencies (from 400 up to 800 MHz) with a specified step.
Two-loop frequency synthesizers can successfully solve problems associated with an increase in the switching speed of
operating frequencies, a decrease in phase noise near the carrier frequency, and a blockage of the frequency response
in the upper modulating frequencies.

In Fig. 2, the following notation is used: CLK-clock quartz oscillator; PPM-pulse-phase modulator; DCamp-
DC amplifier; Inv-inverter; DFD1, 2-frequency dividers with fixed division coefficients; DVD1-frequency divider with
variable division coefficient; DFMD2-frequency divider with fractional-multiple variable division coefficient; FPD1,
2-frequency-phase detectors; Mod-modulating signal source; Att-controlled attenuator; Us1, Us2-amplifiers; VCO1,
2-voltage-controlled generators; LPF1, 2-low-pass filters. The numbers 1 and 2 indicate that the blocks belong to the
first and second loop of the pulse phase-locked loop, respectively (PPL1 and PPL2).

We denote the parameters of the synthesizer circuit as follows: KA=R2/N 2=R2R/N -transfer coefficient of atten-
uator; R2 -coefficient of DFD2; N 2=N/R-DFMD2 division ratio, N and R are integers, N 1 -division ratio of DVD1;
SV CO1,2-slope coefficient of the VCO1 and VCO2 control characteristics; F 1(p) = 1/[1 + pT 1)], F 2(p) = 1/[1 +
pT 2)]-transfer function of LPF1 and LPF2, T1,2-time constants of the filters; K1 and K2-gain of Amp1 and Amp2;
SD1 and SD2-detector characteristic slope coefficient of FPD1 and FPD2; W AC(p)=1/[1+NpF 1(p)]-transfer function
of an automatic compensator, Np=KSD1SM/R1– control coefficient, K is the gain of the DC amplifier, SM -modulation
characteristic slope of the PPM, R1– division ratio of DFD1, uM and U are the modulating and output signals of the
synthesizer.
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Figure 2: The scheme of a two-loop frequency-modulated digital frequency synthesizer (FM DFS) with frequency
distortion compensation (a) represented by the TS scheme (b).

Then the transfer characteristics of the generalized scheme obtain the following form:
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The values of the remaining coefficients are zero. By substituting them into the final transfer functions of the gener-
alized scheme we can obtain expressions for the amplitude and frequency modulation characteristics (AFMC), dynamic
response of a specific synthesizer, etc. To approximate the scheme, one ”line” and two levels of TS representation were
required.

Based on (2.2), we obtain a generalized expression of the AFMC for a specific level of TS disclosure (Fig. 1b). We
assume the following circuit blocks to be inertial: CP of the BC circuit (transfer function Wα

2β) and both transformers
(Πα

2β−1,Π
α
2β). The transfer coefficients of the inertial blocks depend on the Laplace operator p.

We replace p with the complex frequency of the modulating signal jΩ and define the modulus of the formula (2.2).
Then the expression of the AFMC takes the form
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where ΠR = ΠR(Ω) = Re[Π(jΩ)] and ΠI = ΠI(Ω) = Im[Π(jΩ)].

Substituting the coefficients (3.1) in (3.2), we directly obtain the expressions for the AFMC of the FM DFS under
research.

We find the coefficients taking into account the expression W AC(p). Since there are no general forward and
backward connections, the transfer function of the converter takes the following form
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where T1 = N1/2πSD1Sry1K1 and T2 = N2/2πSD2SM2K2 are time constants of PLL1 and PLL2.

By substitution of p with jΩ in (3.3) we define the real and imaginary parts and substituting them into (3.2) we
get the expressions of the normalized dimensionless AFMC of the PPL1 and PPL2
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Figure 3: Modulation characteristics of the 1st PLL for various time constants T1 and regulation coefficients Np.

Figure 4: Modulation characteristics of the 2st PLL for various time constants T2.
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, (3.5)

where F = Ω/2π is frequency of the modulating signal in Hz.

Expressions (3.4) and (??) coincide with those presented in [15], which confirms the correctness of the proposed
method of analyzing devices based on TS. A change in the configuration of a particular synthesizer and the character-
istics of its blocks is taken into account by simply changing the numerical coefficients in expression (3.2). Similarly,
other characteristics, as well as the modes of the FM DFS, can be studied.

Fig. 3 shows the graphs A1(F ) for various time constants T1 and regulation coefficients Np at T1 = 0.005s (the
common value of the real FM DFS circuits). The time constants of the LPF1 correspond to the cutoff frequencies of
10 Hz and 20 Hz.

Fig. 4 shows the graphs for various at A2(F ) for various T 2 at T2 = 2/10−6s. The LPF2 time constants correspond
to the cutoff frequencies of 20 kHz and 40 kHz.

Analysis of the AFMC (Fig. 3) shows that in the absence of autocompensation, in order to reduce frequency
distortion in the lower modulating frequency region, it is necessary to reduce the bandwidth of the LPF 1. In this
case, it is obviously necessary to provide measures to ensure the specified performance. With the introduction of the
autocompensator (Np = 10), an AFMC form at lower modulating frequencies is almost independent on the LPF1
bandwidth (the maximum discrepancy of curves 1.3% is present at a frequency of 20 Hz) and is determined by the Np

coefficient. It allows to obtain a uniform AFMC in the lower modulating frequencies with increased LPF1 bandwidth.

The wide bandwidth of the LPF 2 (Fig. 4) ensures that the frequency response does not fall off in the region of the
upper modulating frequencies when modulated by both analog and digital signals. So, at T2 = 4/10−6 s the descent
of the AFMX begins only at F>68 KHz.

The conducted studies have confirmed the effectiveness of the use of autocompensators for the correction of AFMC
and increasing the operating speed of two-loop FM DFS. The introduction of auto-compensation of frequency distor-
tions makes it possible to linearize the frequency response in the low-frequency region while simultaneously expanding
the bandwidth of the LPF ring PLL1, which increases the operating speed of the synthesizer. In the region of the
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upper modulating frequencies, the autocompensator does not affect the decline of the AFMC and the distortion of the
useful modulating signal.

If necessary, a set of sequentially connected blocks modeling signal propagation paths in the environment or receiver
circuits might be added to the output of the model Fig. 1 or Fig. 2. This approach allows to represent a wide class
of multi-channel network equipment. The developed analysis methodology can simplify the study of specific channels
or networking equipment in networks of aircraft at the physical level.

4 Conclusion

Effective design of flying ad-hoc networks requires creating a reliable model of network behavior at various levels of
OSI interaction. Specialized networking simulators are characterized by a simplified model of the physical layer. The
influence of multiple heterogeneous factors (conditions of the ambient media, signal reflection conditions, various noises,
inertia and non-linearity of communication equipment, etc. prevents simple creation of reliable network interaction
models in the FANET at the physical level.

The developed hierarchical model allows to analytically describe diverse communication channels and networking
equipment. Attenuation in the communication channel is considered by inertial frequency-dependent links. In order to
take into account multipath propagation of signals, we might sum signals over individual paths (considering their time
delays). Filters and nonlinear detectors allows the model to represent the linear and nonlinear network equipment.
Forward control and backward control circuits allow to model the multi-channel signal generation and processing.

Modeling of the frequency synthesizer transmitter UAV based on a hierarchical signals generation model allowed us
to explore the possibility of shaping a uniform amplitude-frequency modulation characteristics (AFMC) in the lower
modulating frequencies of FM DFS with arbitrary bandwidth of the LPF in the first phase-locked loop, through the
use of autocompensation methods of attenuation distortion. At the same time, the expansion of the LPF band allows
to increase the operation speed of the first loop and the synthesizer as a whole.
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